
Ease series
Designed by Studio Nooi, Italy

Designed for stylish relaxation, the Ease sun lounger combines modern aesthetics with ultimate comfort. Transform your garden, balcony
or patio intro your private luxury resort, and enjoy beautiful moments bathed in sunlight and easy living. Keep it comfortable and breezy as
it or add an extra layer of comfort with the cushion and pillow. A perfect addition to your refined outdoor space.

Meet the designer
Studio Nooi was founded by Giulia Pesce and Ruggero Bastita in Torino, Italy. Giulia and Ruggero built their approach to design while
studying and working as designers in Italy and Denmark. Nooi derives from the Italian word “noi”, meaning “us” – the idea being that
design is never an individual act but rather a collaborative process, involving designers, companies, users, artisans and technicians. Nooi’s
designs are always the result of good cooperation between people and influenced by society, art, nature and cultural heritage, and the
designers are closely involved at every stage of the project development.
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Ease Sun Lounger Cushion 195 x 71 cm

    
 

Specifications

Country
of origin

Poland

Width

195
cm

Height

6 cm

Depth

70 cm

Producer

7935, Actona Poland Sp. z o.o., EUR, Actona Poland Sp. z o.o. is all about handcrafted furniture, and they're truly passionate
about creating only the highest quality, combining the best of traditional craftsmanship with state-of-the-art techniques.
They are committed to more environmentally friendly production methods and have managed to reduce their CO2eq
emissions by nearly 35% in recent years. Additionally, they are ISO 9001 certified – meaning that all processes in the
company are oriented towards creating long-lasting products.

The parcel's
measurements

The parcel's
measurements 1:
0.58 m3, 3.4 kg
(D 41.0 cm, W 71.0
cm, H 200.0 cm))
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Materials and surfaces

Cover

Ocean - Flat woven

Antracit Dark Blue Dark Grey Grey Light Grey Sand

Brezza - Outdoor fabric

Dark grey Grey Light Grey Sand

Palma - Outdoor fabric

Dark beige Light Grey Sand


